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Louisiana's Other Side   

Margy Burger 

"Catch A Quick Bite"

Margy Burger makes superb fries, hot-dogs, hamburgers, sandwiches,

rolls and the like. Though a little old-fashioned, the eatery makes for it

with its stellar burgers that are perfect to fix that fast food craving.

Frequented by school and college kids looking for a budget-friendly meal

as well as tourists, this local eatery is often crowded. If you are one of

those who are tired after eating endless meals at places like Burger King

or McDonald’s, you will love Margy’s for their classic American fare.

 +39 02 5830 3734  margyburger@gmail.com  Piazza Santo Stefano 2, Borgogna,

Milan

 by TheFork 

Le Biciclette 

"Trendy bar"

This bar has proven to be a venue of model quality where people from all

walks of life can mingle and unwind. The strength of this bar lies in the

fact that it succeeds in organizing public events with 'starlette' television

that always attracts the public. Other than the many bicycles that are

hung in every free space in the bar, there are design objects and above

all, the completely transparent floor that allows one to see into the

underground space. A stop for an aperitif is obligatory: as always, in all of

Milan, there are excellent cocktails accompanied by first courses and

extravagant delicacies for all tastes. Make an appointment, therefore, for

an after-dinner treat with friends in the comfortable space furnished with

ample couches or for a quick drink before the disco at the conveniently

high tables or leaning up against the bar. A definite recommendation for

those lonely hearts looking for a great evening out.

 +39 3389645407  Via Conca del Naviglio 10, Milan

 by Shaun_F   

Burger Wave 

"Ride the Australian Burger Wave"

Burger Wave is a fast-food restaurant where you get Australian-style

burgers. It is a place where locals love to go and tourists, too, hop in at

times to taste the lovely burgers. Their quality of food is superb. They use

only Black Angus Beef — which is the best for burgers, sourced from

handpicked suppliers to make sure the quality remains top-notch always.

Danilo, one of the founding partners, who lived in Australia for over 15

years, wanted to bring the Australian burger taste to Italy. He met

Alessandro, an Italian, who was ready to collaborate and they began a

business partnership. The restaurant serves excellent beef, lamb, chicken,

vegetable burgers and also salads and chips.

 +39 02 3656 0461  www.burgerwave.it/  social@burgerwave.it  Via Cardinale Ascanio Sforza

47, Milan
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